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FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, AND SOCIAL MEDIA: 

A GUIDE FOR PARENTS  

What are the basic social media rules for  

elementary school-age kids? 

 Kids younger than 6 probably shouldn't play in virtual worlds. If kids can't yet 

read or write, they'll be frustrated in online worlds.  

 Don’t let them go online by themselves. Remember, the social skills they bring 

to online worlds are the same ones they have (or don't have) in real life. 

 Do your homework. Make sure you check out sites before you let your kids go 

online. 

 Establish codes of conduct. A good rule of thumb: If your kids wouldn't say 

something to someone's face, they shouldn't say it online. 

 Make sure your children never share their passwords.  Explain that giving 

away a password is like giving someone a part of your identity. 

 Keep the computer in a central place. This will let you monitor your child's 

online life. 

What are the basic social media rules for  

middle schoolers? 

 Follow the rules.  Encourage kids to stick with age-appropriate sites. 

 Tell your kids to think before they post. Remind them that everything can be 

seen by a vast, invisible audience.  

 Make sure kids set their privacy settings. Take the time to learn about default 

settings and how to change privacy settings on your kids' favorite sites. 

 Kindness counts.  Rule of thumb: If your kids wouldn't say it to someone's face, 

they shouldn't post it. 
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What are the social media basics for  

high school kids? 

 Think about your online reputation. Remind teens that anyone can see what 

they post online -- even if they think no one will.  

 Anything they create or communicate can be cut, altered, pasted, and sent 

around. Once they put something online, it's out of their control and can be 

taken out of context and used to hurt them or someone else.  

 Avoid drama. Don't forward harmful messages or embarrassing photos, and 

don't impersonate other people by using their accounts or devices or create 

fake pages. 

 Don't post your location. Social networks allow kids to post their locations, 

and, although it might be tempting to use these features to connect with 

friends or brag about where they've been, it's just not safe for teens. 

 Watch the clock. Social-networking sites can be real time sucks. Hours and 

hours can go by, which isn't great for getting homework done, practicing 

sports or music, or reading. 

 

 

Click Here for More Resources 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/privacy-and-internet-safety/how-do-i-protect-my-kids-privacy-online
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/social-media/how-can-i-help-my-kid-avoid-digital-drama
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/screen-time
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dkyLay5ZZwKXa5j7X9KXh04mZGGOdb1Z/view?usp=sharing

